National Reconnaissance Office
Summer Internship Program

Looking for a challenging and exciting opportunity but don’t know where to go? Think National Reconnaissance Office! Come join our elite team!

WHO WE ARE:
The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) is the national intelligence agency who supports space reconnaissance.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
Participate in STEM focused activities related to space reconnaissance. Benefits include: hands-on training and experience, exposure to NRO operations and mission, professional/personal growth, and a Top Secret clearance.

DURATION/LOCATION:
Six week summer internship in Virginia, Colorado, or New Mexico.

REQUIREMENTS:
- Must be a cadet or midshipman
- Sophomores and Juniors from Service academies
- Sophomores, Junior and Seniors from ROTC
- Cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher
- Majors in Engineering (Electrical, Astronautical, Aerospace, Mechanical, Computer or Systems), Physics, Mathematics, Atmospheric Science, Computer Science, Operations Research, and Legal Studies
- Must be a U.S. citizen
- Must provide a college transcript

MORE INFORMATION:
Contact Office of Human Resources
Phone: 703-808-1886
Email: fladungs@nro.mil or munnsjen@nro.mil